HOW TO ORDER OR
WHAT WE NEED TO KNOW
Cornices
1. The NUMBER of cornices (at this size).
2. STYLE: Provide style number from preceding page or provide template/drawing for your custom
design.
3. FACE WIDTH AND LENGTH. Always provide the width first and length second (!) and/or specify which
is which. Also remember to specify all the different widths and lengths when ordering cornices with
varying design.
4. RETURNS: Choose from 1¾", 3¼", 5¼" and 7¼". Remember to add the depth of the return to the face
width to calculate per foot price when returns are greater than 6"
5. Type of Installation (INSIDE OR OUTSIDE MOUNT). Note: Unless otherwise specified, IM cornices will
be fabricated ½" narrower than specified and will not have returns. OM cornices will be fabricated exact
size ordered on the outside face and with a return to the wall.
6. COM Information: Fabric Direction, Name, Color, Width, Repeat and Face Side. Specify what part of
the print should be visible with large print fabrics.
7. DETAILS: Will this cornice have fringe, banding, buttons, etc? What size is the detail and where is it to
be placed?
8. DRAWINGS: We recommend all orders be accompanied by pictures or detailed drawings of your
envisioned final design.

Valances
1. The NUMBER of valances (at this size).
2. STYLE: Mock Roman, Box Pleat, Swag and Cascade, Flat, Etc…
3. WIDTH AND LENGTH. Always provide the width first and length second (!) and/or specify
which is which. Also remember to specify all the different widths and lengths when ordering
swag and cascade valances or similar styles.
4. Type of Installation (INSIDE OR OUTSIDE MOUNT).
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5. LINING Type and Color.
6. COM Information: Fabric Direction, Name, Color, Width, Repeat and Face Side. Also, specify
what part of the print should be visible when using large print fabrics.
7. DETAILS: Please provide a drawing or picture to eliminate confusion. Will this valance have
fringe, welt cord, banding, buttons, etc? What size is the detail and where is it to be placed?
8. DRAWINGS: We recommend all orders be accompanied by pictures or detailed drawings of
your envisioned final design.

**Order forms, which will help guide you thru the order process, are available upon request by calling 303-4557577 or by emailing customer service at: paramount@paramountfabrics.com
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